
Bizcenter.org users guide 
 

Hello everybody! Welcome to the new and vastly improved Bizcenter.org! 

 

 

As you can see, there have been a lot of changes from our old site.  

1. We have a rotating slideshow. Click on the arrow’s to see what we have whipped for 
interesting success stories and “calls to action”. 

2. We have our four Help buttons. Each links to a short guide of what services we can offer 
small businesses. We see a lot of potential for growth in these areas! 

3. We have our intuitive navigation at the top. I’ll go through each and every one of these 
further in the document. 

The clutter has been vastly reduced and replaced with our newer navigation system. Let’s take a look: 



About 

The About menu is where both potential clients and stakeholders go to get a brief 
overview of what SBDC’s are. It contains some frequently asked questions, our impact, 
and any recent or upcoming news. 
 

What We Offer 

The What We Offer menu is where we go in depth into all of the special programs 
offered by the SBDCs. It’s also where clients can see all of the Training and Online 
Training offered by the entire network. 

 

Success Stories 

The Success Stories are where we highlight our most stellar clients. There are four 
stories that can be held in the Success Stories menu. The rest are to be held in your 
Centers page under the Centers menu. 

 

Resources 

The Resources menu is where we hold the resources that are relevant at the state level. 

 

Centers 

The Centers menu is where each center gets its special section of the site. This will be 
explained further. 

Staff Resources 

This is a really nice section. It requires a Center IC login to pass though, so anything on 
there can be considered private. It’s a good spot to link calendars, training documents, 
surveys, ect. Currently it just links to the Bizcenter.org/Network, but expect this to grow 
in the future. 

As a side note, the BizNews RSS feed as well as the Search function will be removed when the site goes 
live. 



Training 

 

Training events will be displayed in a slightly different manner then they were on the old site. Each 
event will be separated out by the topic set in Center IC: 

 



It’s also important to notice that if you publish multiple events under the same name (Ex. New Client 
Orientation), there will be no way to distinguish the two until you click the event.  I would suggest that 
you enter the date in the title (New Client Orientation 2/25/13). Also note that the city is automatically 
placed next to the event name. 

There are multiple ways clients can sign up for events. 

 

There are Hyperlinks that clients can click on when perusing the website. These link to multiple paces on 
the site, including Training. 

  

We also have these icons that are displayed on every webpage in the site.  The “Register For Training” 
button sends you to the training section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Centers 

 

Under the Centers page, our new website really shines. Each center has a fully customizable section of 
the site. Here, we can see tabs that link to that centers events, success stories, and any special box.com 
resources that you want clients to have access to. Another strong feature is that we have the ability to 
easily add tabs to the top, so if your center wants to have a special tab (Example: BMCC’s pubtalks), it 
can!  

• For adding a Success Story, attach the story, any images or videos you have, and a copy 
of the release form. 

• For adding a Resource, see the upcoming box.com tutorial that will be coming ASAP 

• For adding a tab, send a word document of the title, the content, and any other special 
features you want. 

You can submit these requests to BoydN@lanecc.edu. 
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Requests for Special Content 

This site is designed to grow, and with Joomla (The code machinery of the site) we have the ability to 
customize the site as we see fit. That said, there are some things that are quick and easy changes and 
there are some things that would be month long processes. While it can be hard which things are going 
to be difficult to implement, there are definite things that are easy to fix: 

Easy changes: 

• Changing text, videos, and images that is inside “articles”. Articles are anything within 
the grey frame on the site. This does not include menu items that can be off to the side. 

• Adding or removing “tabs”. Tabs are those grey  boxes that are on the top of the grey 
box. Due to the way they are coded, it’s a snap for me to add, remove, or change those. 

• Adding things that have “Embed” code. The neat thing about Joomla is that it is, at its 
heart, HTML code. As such, if you want to send me an “embed” code, it’s no problem  
to stick that into an article (Examples: Youtube, box.com, ect..) 

Difficult changes: 

• Changing how training events are displayed. Training Events are handled though Center 
IC and as such, any changes to events must be made though Center IC. While we do 
have the ability to change some things, it will take time, effort, and money to make 
those changes. 

• Changing anything above the “Helping Build Oregon’s Best Businesses” and anything 
below the “Help” buttons. 

• Changing the Registration process. Again, this will be handled by Center IC and as such 
would require their assistance to change. 

 

Keep in mind that while we can do anything to this site, the things that are considered easy changes will 
probably get changed first. Anything that we consider a difficult change will go through a vetting process 
before we proceed to a solution. These things cost money 

 

 

 

 



How to submit a bug 

Since this a new site, finding bugs are inevitable. There is absolutely nothing you can break, so click 
around and go nuts. When you do encounter the inevitable bug, it would be fantastic if you e-mail me 
the following: 

• A Description of the bug,  

• What browser you’re using,  

• A screen-shot. Here is a link if you’re having screen-shot issues (http://www.take-a-
screenshot.org/). 

We’ll try to keep up on these as best we can, but please keep in mind that our development team is very 
small and very busy. 

The Beta Site 

Please keep in mind that this is still very much in Beta. While the site is almost complete, there are still 
sections of the site that are still getting their final touches. 

• The login and registration process has not been implemented.  
• The resources page does not link to our box.com resources. This is currently under 

development. 
• Under "Centers", the only events page that is working is Bend's 

(http://www.new.bizcenter.org.fivetalenthost.com/locations/bend). Expect each center to have 
the same format of events. 

Expect these to be finished in the following weeks. 
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